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Abstract 
The inward bound operations and facility layout of Rutgers Mail Distribution Facility were studied in order to 

reduce inefficiencies, decrease operation time and make best use of available storage space. Possible solutions were 

considered based on various practical methods of study. These considerations will then be forwarded for 

management review. The analysis of the facility was performed using Time Studies, Motion Studies, Layout 

Analysis, and other techniques. The study was divided into three parts based on the processes that had best scope of 

improvement: distribution of mail and packages, workstation analysis and facility layout of the Rutgers Mail 

Distribution Facility. 

 

The facility, located on the Cook Campus of Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ caters to the students, staff and 

faculty associated with this campus. It processes all the incoming mail and packages for Rutgers University, New 

Brunswick. Processing of both mail and packages happens in the same facility, causing a huge intersection in the 

process flows. The current inefficiencies in both these processes have one common underlying issue. The location 

through which the processes are done pose unnecessary executional problems that ultimately cost the worker excess 

time and effort. Changes in the layout will result in a better flow for workers to perform the necessary tasks their job 

requires them to do. Separating the two into opposite sides of the facility will allow each worker to focus on their 

individual task in their distinctive location, at the same time preventing backtracking throughout the facility. After 

addressing the layout issues, improvements can be applied to the more specific aspects of the processing methods. 

Through this analysis, the combined improvements can significantly increase the efficiency in the way the Rutgers 

Mail Distribution centre functions. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Purpose 

 The purpose of this study is to analyze and improve the various processes of Rutgers Mail Distribution Facility. The 

idea is to apply the concepts of Lean, Six Sigma, Human Ergonomics and more to a physical process. This project 

gives the students a first-hand experience of the real world industry. It also teaches them how to be an effective team 

member. In this study, three main aspects of the mail and package distribution were carefully studied and 

improvements were suggested to improve the processes. 

 

1.2 Overview 

The setting of the project takes place in the Mail Distribution Facility of Rutgers University, New Brunswick. The 

inspiration for this study arises from a common problem faced amongst Rutgers students. The delivery of a package 

often takes longer than the estimated arrival time. This problem may have arisen due to the inefficiency during the 

inter-campus distribution of the packages. As a result, it was decided that the project would apply the principles and 

knowledge learned in class to maximize the efficiency of the mailing facility. Throughout the process, our 

communications and cooperation with management and workers were vital to the success of the project. 

 

The mailing services have undergone numerous changes in the past few months. Many of which are noticeable to 

the public. For example the installment of the new locker system on each campus which electronically facilitates the 

retrieval of packages for the customer’s convenience. However, with this change there is room for improvement. 

These current changes can be seen exteriorly, and in the final stages of the distribution process. To further optimize 

the total result of these changes, it is necessary to look back at where the process starts, and to focus on the nucleus 
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of the entire operation. The distribution facility covers the preliminary activities that are necessary for the deliveries 

to reach its final destination. 

 

The main variables that could affect this result are Layout of the facility, Worker’s Performance/Performance rating. 

Arrival/pick up time of items, Package preparation, Mail separation preparation, Proper functionality of machines, 

Package damages/fall back/incorrect address. The project will focus on reducing the time it takes for the mail and 

packages to be sorted in the mailing facility according to campus. This will be done by first improving the layout of 

the facility and secondly by increasing the workers’ efficiency. 

 

1.2 Background Information and Assumptions 

Rutgers Mail Distribution Facility is a mail and package distribution facility located at ASBII Building, 57 U.S. 

Highway 1. They provide mailing services to all the students, faculty and students of Rutgers University, New 

Brunswick, NJ. 

 

Below are a few facts of the Rutgers Mail Distribution Facility: 

 It caters to about 60,000 staff, faculty and students of Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ. 

 It processes about 25,000 mail and packages per month. 

 It employs 23 people, including five work-study students. 

 Each employee gets an average wage of $15 per hour. 

 It opens early around 6am until 5pm in evening. 

 Each worker works in 8 hours shift with 0.5 hours lunch. 

 All workers have a performance rating of 100%. 

 It maintains normal working temperature (i.e. 21
o
 C). 

 It receives about 10 trucks every day. 

 It works cordially with UPS, FedEx, USPS and other mailing companies. 

All of these facts are assumed constant for the proposal. 

 

2. Problem Statement 

The Mail Distribution Facility of Rutgers University is being observed and analyzed. There have been previous 

changes already installed within the facility. Therefore, much of the efforts were spent on deciding upon which 

variables to consider. After making multiple observations, a Pareto analysis (Figure 1) of the processes at the 

distribution facility was done and it was decided that the transportation and storage time be reduced along with the 

time taken to scan the items at the workstation. This meant the layout of the facility and the process of the workers 

should be analyzed. These two factors had the most room for improvements as well as practicality. In this study, 

external variables that are beyond control include the overall condition of the workers, lighting and temperature of 

the facility, and the work friendliness environment. 

 

Figure 1: Pareto Analysis of the various operations at the Facility 

3. Facility Layout 

3.1 Present Layout 

When we observe the process flow diagram (Figure 2) of the present method, we observe that there are a lot of 

intersection between the two processes of mail and package distribution. It can also be observed that there are lot 

inefficiencies in the system as distances between two tasks is long and there are a lot of extra boxes lying on the 

floor which causes more delays in the system. In addition, a lot of the processed deliveries were stored for a long 

time as the delivery trucks are not ready. 
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Figure 2: Present Flow Process Chart of the Facility 

 

3.2 Proposed Layout 

After analyzing the present flow diagram of the facility, the concepts of Lean especially Just in Time Production and 

Six Sigma, a proposed facility layout was designed (Figure 3). The following changes were proposed:  

 Divide the facility in two separate parts, one for mail sorting and one package sorting. 

 Have the mail sorting tables near the shelves where mail is stored, in order to reduce the transportation. 

 Have the delivery trucks ready to go out as soon as one batch of mail and package is scanned; in order to 

reduce delay in waiting and storage. 

 Stack the boxes on one corner (top right corner) of the facility so they do not trouble the staff while in 

transportation.  

 

Certain other suggestions of color-coding and changes in the mail and package distribution were also proposed. 

Hence, a proposed process flow diagram can be seen (in Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Proposed Flow Process Chart of the Facility 
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4. Mail Distribution Process 

 

4.1 Present Method 

Every piece of mail that is received at Rutgers University starts off at the mail distribution facility and follows a 

process from the time it enters the facility to the time it leaves to be circulated throughout the different campuses. 

Currently, the mail processing procedure (Figure 2) undergoes two most important steps, the sorting of mail 

followed by its filing into different shelves. These are both essential steps that contribute to the process as a whole 

and need not be eliminated. 

 

However, problems can be noted in the smaller preceding and succeeding steps. More specifically, as the mail 

arrives to the distribution center it is carried from the rear entrance in mailing bins to be taken to sorting tables. 

These two long tables, set in the corner of the facility, are surrounded by tall shelving used to hold similar sized 

bins; each representing different departments on campus. As the workers look tediously through each incoming bin 

and sort out every envelope, on top of having to memorize which bin represents which department, they have to 

walk to their respective bins for each envelope’s process. Although the walk may be short, the back and forth motion 

adds up throughout the day and it unnecessarily wastes a worker’s time and efforts that could be better applied 

elsewhere. 

 

Having finished the sorting aspect of this task, the mail now has to be filed into its respective cubby compartment. 

These tiny compartments are located on against-the-wall shelving on the opposite side of the facility. The workers 

once again have to carry the same bins, instead of having a bin filled with envelopes ranging for a few different 

departments; they are now specific to only one. Upon arriving at the location that correlates to the bin’s department, 

the worker has to search through the bin, and then locate the compartments for the required department. After filing 

it, repeat for each piece of the remaining pile in the bin and for each bin left waiting back on the sorting tables. Only 

then is the mail ready to await its pick up. 

 

4.2 Proposed Method 

 Using methods of Work Simplification, we can eliminate, rearrange, change and simplify steps that will redirect a 

worker’s actions during a task and most importantly save time in completing it. The first aspect of our proposed 

method involves implementing the new layout. In this new layout (Figure 3) , the sorting tables are moved from the 

corner of the facility to the front of the filing compartments against the wall; the tables are also in alignment with the 

rear entrance so the worker has a direct path to follow rather than have to zig zag around. 

 

 Following the color-coding scheme throughout our proposed method, upon arriving with a bin from the mailing 

truck to the sorting table, workers, standing on either side of the table, will sort mail sort the mail into bins of four 

colors, each representing one campus: Livingston, Busch, College Ave, and Cook/Douglas. The color coordinating 

system allows the worker to quickly look at the envelope, determine which campus it belongs to and drop it into a 

colored bin without having to inspect or confirm which bin goes with which department. The use of bold colors also 

reduces the time the worker takes to identify the bins because their eyes will process color faster than words used for 

labeling. 

 

The next sorting table is used as a preliminary step to filing to facilitate the next process. Here the worker can 

roughly alphabetize the envelopes to reduce the search time it takes for a worker to locate the compartment that is 

needed. It is not necessary to alphabetize completely because the goal is just to limit the worker’s compartment 

variability to a few slots on the wall and not to narrow it down to one individual location. As there may be more than 

one envelope that needs to go in the same spot or some spots may be empty all together, the worker would still have 

to read the mailing label to ensure proper placement and a blind filing method, where each succeeding envelope 

goes in the next slot would not work. The proximity of the sorting tables to the compartments against the wall 

significantly reduces the steps it takes to reach from the first main process to the second. The workers no longer 

have to walk unnecessarily, and are close enough to one station from another to fix any mistakes if they were to 

happen. 
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5. Package Distribution Process 

 
5.1 Present Method 
In the current method for package distribution (Figure 2), when the packages come in from the delivery trucks, they 

are transported into the facility by a cart. It starts at the first location that is set in the middle of the facility so that a 

designated worker is able to separate the packages into categorized carts to scan according to the campus. This is the 

first encounter of the inefficiency of the current system. The packages are categorized into red bins that are not 

labeled and from a worker’s stand point, they would have to search and look at the packages to see where exactly 

those packages are going. 

 

However, once that sorting process is completed, each bin is transported to one of the five workstations which have 

a set of workers there ready to process scanning and labeling for those packages. The inefficiency there is that since 

each worker are designated to a station with a specific destination, the work is imbalanced since the more popular 

campuses often fill up faster. When the packages are labeled, they are at their final process, ready and are dropped 

into another bin to be transported to another part of the facility, waiting to be transported out of the facility. The 

process flow of the packaging process is poorly conducted since the traveling distance and time can be reduced. 

Main problem arises between the two operations of mailing, packaging as their flow process intercepts one another, 

and the collision of that flow processes results in inconvenience for the movements of workers. In addition, the 

current layout and area for the packaging process and flow is not of maximum usage so it leads to the transportation 

time between each operation, inspection, storage and delays being at a high point. While taking different approaches 

to improve on the current method, we focus on work simplification. The layout and method of package distribution 

will be simplify, and with the change in layout and set up of the facility, we will be able to combine groupings of 

events and eliminate unnecessary events to maximize our time and space. 

 

5.2 Proposed Method 

The proposed method (Figure 3) includes implementing the main ideas of work simplification and by changing the 

location of the packaging stations to top left area of the facility. This change minimizes the distance traveled from 

the when the packages are dropped into the facility and then they are waiting to be transported out. The proposed 

method would have the following set of steps for the task, by changing the location of the first transportation, the bin 

of packages are first moved to the top left corner of the facility. Instead of wasting time sorting from the beginning, 

the packages would simply be dropped into a set of rollers, similar to ones from the airport in order to combine the 

transportation event and eliminate the unnecessary inspection event to get to the worker. Since there is a decline on 

the rollers, the packages then get dropped into the conveyer belt that made it easy for the workers are the scanning 

and labeling station to maneuver around. The number of workers at the station can be decreased since the workers 

are no longer designated to do one specific campus. Therefore, from the time the packages are dropped into the 

conveyer belt, the worker would be able to pick up any packages, perform the scan and label process, then the 

package is dropped into bins that are divided into four sub sections for the four main campuses: College Avenue, 

Busch, Livingston, and Cook-Douglass. 

 

The sub sections within the bin are removable so that if one is filled up, an empty one can replace it. The proposed 

method allow up to four workers to be at the station and in case the workers are unable to follow the speed of the 

packages coming in, the packages will be dropped into an empty bin at the end of the conveyer belt to be dropped 

back into the rollers. The changes in the flow process of mail minimize collisions between the workers and the carts 

of packages. The location of the carts will also be moved from the center of the room to where the sorting tables for 

the mailing process were originally. This change directly reverses the flow of packages, increasing the momentum 

of the whole process and minimizes backtracking. In this new layout, the facility will be separated into two separate 

departments that would increase the productivity and efficiency over the current design. 
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6. Workstation Analysis 
 

6.1 Present Design 

The current workstations consist of four different worktables spreading across the room. The inefficient layout 

causes roadblocks within the workflow and restraints the placement of the empty loading carts. Each worker’s 

current work task consists of scanning, computing, and sticking on packaging slip. During the scanning process, the 

packages are mostly small and easy to handle. However, the current process consist a lot of searching and holding, 

which are inefficient therbligs. In addition, the worker often has to bend over to reach for the packages and bend 

their arms in awkward positions to input information for packages. The steps involved in scanning a package by the 

worker are mentioned in the table (Table 1) below along with their MOST analysis. 

 

Table 1: Present Worker Two Hand Chart 

 

 

 

Scanning:  TMUs= A1 B3 G1 A 1B3 P1 A1 = 110 TMUs 

Computing:  TMUs = A1 B0 G1 A 1B0 P1 A1 = 50 TMUs 

Label and Finish:  TMUs = A1 B0 G1 A 1B3 P3 A1 = 100 TMUs 

Total TMUs                    = 260 TMUs 

 

6.2 Proposed Design 

With the implementation of conveyor belts and rollers, the empty package carts can be eliminated by the lean 

method of just in time. This creates new routes, which eliminates the need for workers to walk around the carts as 

before. In addition, workers now have an easier time sorting with the use of color-coding to indicate each different 

campus. These changes will be complementary with the improved workstation. First, when packages arrive from the 

conveyor belt, the scanning process can be improved with dropdown scanners as seen in most supermarkets. This 

process eliminates inefficient therbligs such as hold and search, as well as bending over to reach for the packages. 

As for the computing aspect, the current layout requires workers to type with their arms reaching over the packages. 

Therefore, each computer should be elevated which reduces the need for workers to have their arms over the 

packages in order to input information. The arm movements are now reduced to a much smaller angle of movement. 

In addition, each chair should include a footrest as well as adjustable height. This reduces physical strain on the 

worker as well as having the appropriate eye level with the monitor to reduce fatigue. The result of these changes 

can be seen more thoroughly by the use of MOST and their new process of scanning (Table 2). 

 

 

 

Left/Right Hand Chart 

Left Right 

T AD 

R AD 

G R 

M G 

H M 

H P 

RL RL 

M G 

P P 

G G 

RL RL 

M M 

AD G 

AD M 

AD P 

AD RL 

Legend:  

 

R-Reach 

G- Grasp 

RL- Release 

P-Position 

M-Move 

H-Hold 

AD- Avoidable 

Delay 

T-Transport 
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Table 2: Proposed Worker Two Hand Proposed Chart 

 

Scanning:  TMUs= A1 B0 G1 A 1B0 P1 A1 = 50 TM 

Computing:  TMUs = A1 B0 G1 A 1B0 P1 A1 = 50 TMUs 

Label and Finish:  TMUs = A1 B0 G1 A 1B0 P3 A1 = 70 TMUs 

Total:   TMUs =           170 TMUs 

7. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the proposed method is relatively easy to implement and produces cost and time saving results. Most 

of the proposals focus upon eliminating the excess time and money associated with the present method. The 

additions of conveyor belt and roller conveyor to the present method suggested, both of which could be covered by 

the money saved within first 29 days of implementation. In addition, most of the proposals can be easily integrated 

into the present method in a quick efficient manner. Most of the suggestions involve changing the layout, which 

should be a one-day task. Proceeding with the predetermined assumptions, our results show that the amount of 

observations needed were limited to 25 on average in order to have a 95% confidence interval that the actual results 

would be within 10% of the calculated time. 

 

The benefits of the solution will be seen within the first month. The reduction in time from the proposed mail and 

package distribution method will be seen almost instantly while the money-saving proposals will take some time. 

The time saved will be roughly 41 minutes, 32 minutes coming from the packaging method, and 9 minutes coming 

from the mailing changes. This decrease in time should hopefully alleviate stress from both kinds of workers, as the 

workflow will be moving much more smoothly. The savings in distance covered will be 62 feet, 42 feet coming 

from packaging method and 20 feet coming from the mailing method. All these savings are calculated for one cycle. 

Financially, the proposed method theoretically could have a great return, the bulk of which being from the 

implementation of conveyor system. By implementing the suggestions, Rutgers Mail Distribution Facility can 

reduce 35% of TMUs and save $207.1 per day, effortlessly enough to cover the cost of the proposed method. The 

workers have a 65% rate of improvement, which means that as the production doubles, the average time per unit will 

decline by 35%. 

 

As the project had a LEAN focus, all five principles were factored into the proposals. From the workers, we 

received the idea of pedestals and overhead scanners. Thinking about the elimination of waste brought the proposal 

of having bins with multiple sections. The conveyor belt applies the thoughts of autonomation by assisting the 

worker perform the task easily. The constant availability of delivery vans is associated with Just-In-Time production 

method. Together, these proposed methods would greatly enhance the customer satisfaction of Rutgers Mail 

Distribution. 

 

Throughout this project, our group learned a great deal about analyzing real-life operations as opposed to cases in 

the lab. The most important factor was working together in a group while having to share ideas and resources on a 

schedule. Attempting to observe the workers performing their jobs introduced us to the endless foreign elements that 

occur and the rapid pace that is needed to record the data. Another lesson was learning how to consider worker’s 

considerations when trying to change their work environment. They had brilliant ideas and by including suggestions, 

it shows we value their opinion, increasing their work performance. Finally, this project gave us great first-hand 

experience in using all the work simplification and work analysis techniques we learned in class. 

 

Left/Right Hand Chart 
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Appendix 

 FLOW PROCESS DIAGRAMS 

o PRESENT MAIL DISTRIBUTION FLOW PROCESS CHART

 
 

o PROPOSED MAIL DISTRIBUTION FLOW PROCESS CHART

 
 

o PRESENT PACKAGE DISTRIBUTION FLOW PROCESS CHART
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o PROPOSED PACKAGE DISTRIBUTION FLOW PROCESS CHART

 
 

 CALCULATIONS FOR WORKSTATION ANALYSIS 

o PRESENT PACKAGE SCANNING METHOD 

Scanning:  (1+3+1+1+3+1+1)*10 = 110 TMUs 

Computing:  (1+0+1+1+0+1+1)*10 = 50   TMUs 

Label/Finish: (1+0+1+1+3+3+1)* 10 = 100 TMUs 

 

Observed Time  = Normal Time   (From assumptions) 

Normal Time  = 110+50+110   = 260 TMUs 

Standard Time  = Tn(1+Apfd) = 260(1+0.15)  = 299 TMUs 

 

o PROPOSED PACKAGE SCANNING METHOD 

Scanning:  (1+0+1+1+0+1+1)*10 = 50   TMUs 

Computing: (1+1+1+1+1)*10  = 50   TMUs 

Label/Finish: (1+1+1+3+1)* 10  = 70   TMUs 

 

Observed Time  = Normal Time   (From assumptions) 

Normal Time  = 50+50+70    = 170 TMUs 

Standard Time  = Tn(1+Apfd) = 170(1+0.15)  = 200 TMUs 

% Improvement  = (260 – 170)*100 / 260  = 34.6 % 

 

o SAVINGS DUE TO PROPOSED PACKAGE IMPLEMENTATION 

Number of Cycles per shift: 

450 mins/shift * 1 cycle/0.1173mins = 3836 cycles/shift 

 

Time saved per cycle: 

90 TMUs/cycle * 0.0006 min/TMU* 3836 cycles/shift = 207.1 min/shift 

Total savings ($) = 4 workers * 207.1 min * 1 hr/60 mins * $ 15/hr = $207.1/day 

Cost of purposed implementation: 

Total cost   = cost of conveyor belt + cost of rollers 

Total cost   = $5520+ $460    = $5980 

Time of savings to cover cost = $5980/$207.1   = 29 days 

o RATE OF IMPROVEMENT 

Rate of Improvement  = 1 - % time declined per unit produced 

= 1- 35    = 65% 
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Glossary 

TMUs- Time measurement Units 

Apfd- Personal, Fatigue and Delay Time 

Tn- Normal Time 

Mins.- Minutes 

Hrs.- Hours 


